Class

Name of Student

Reason

Prep M

Lucy G

For working so hard in all of her activities at home.
She has been practising sounding out all of the
letters in words when she is reading and writing and
this is helping her to read more complex texts. Lucy
has been persisting with all of her activities even
when they are tricky. Well done Lucy - keep up the
fantastic learning.

Prep S

Sienna N

For completing her reading and writing lessons to
such a high standard! She is trying her hardest to
make sure that her pictures are easy to understand
and that she sounds out each word in her writing.
Keep up the great work Sienna!

Year 1C

Deio F

For his wonderful work on addition number
sentences using concrete materials. Deio used lego
to count on and was able to write a number
sentence underneath to match. You are doing some
fantastic work. Keep up the great effort! Well done
Deio.

Year 1S

Aliya B

For completing some wonderful addition number
sentences using concrete materials. Aliya used her
dolls to add two numbers together, using the
strategy of counting on from the largest number.
She wrote correct number sentences to match each
of her sums. You have been working very hard
during your remote learning and showing excellent
attention each morning in our Check In. Keep up all
the hard work Aliya!

Year 1B

Alessandro L

For using some awesome adjectives to describe his
character ‘Pig the Fibber’. Alessandro used these
adjectives to make his writing more interesting. Well
done on taking on feedback and adding a
justification to your reading predictions. You
demonstrated how you use the clues in the text to
make a successful prediction. Keep up the great
work!

Year 2C

Elana L

For her fantastic oral narrative. Elana was able to
develop her ideas and focus on the structure of her
narrative, verbalising her ideas into a well-structured and
detailed narrative. She remembered to include exciting
adjectives and interesting details and presented it clearly
and expressively. Well done Elana!

Year 2E

Alexandra O

For a wonderful and imaginative oral narrative.

Alexandra presented her narrative with expression
and theatrics. She used amazing adjectives to
describe her character and setting, and told a well
sequenced and exciting story. Well done Alexandra!
Year 3L

Esmee M

For collecting great facts about Earth, correctly
answering all the ‘Day/Night’ statements and
adding a picture to further illustrate your
information! Amazing STEM work!

Year 3M

Allegra T

For completing her descriptive writing plan to a high
standard. Allegra successfully researched her topic,
Mars, organised her research to ensure she included
interesting facts and included images! Keep up the
great work!

Year 4F

Harper B

For his fantastic imaginative narrative that included
a build up of events, a problem and solution. Well
done Harper on your use of interesting openers,
vocabulary and punctuation; in particular your use
of speech marks. Keep up the wonderful work
Harper!

Year 4M

William Y

For his persistence and attitude towards his work.
He is very organised and has worked hard on
finishing all of his work. Well done Will.

Year 5H

James S

For his continued persistence and positive attitude in
our whole class Hangouts and small groups. He asks
questions when unsure of his learning and is a
valuable class member. Keep up the good work
James!

Year 5R

Isabella B

For consistently keeping up-to-date with required
tasks, checking in when she’s not sure about
something, and always being willing to have a go
and share her thinking in our class Hangouts. She is
a valuable class member. Keep up the great work!

Year 6B

William H

For his continued enthusiasm, diligence and
persistence with all home learning tasks. Will has
been managing his time effectively at home,
completing all of his set work, asking questions if he
is unsure and positively contributing to our class
Hangouts. Keep up the great effort, William!

Year 6F

Lachlan M

For demonstrating outstanding work ethic and
organisation when managing his Religion ongoing
assignment. Lachlan carefully planned out his approach
to the two-week long task and divided his time
accordingly to ensure he was on track at all times.
Fantastic work Lachie! Keep it up!

